Kamikaze Ground Crew

Ensemble members: Gina Leishman (composer)—alto & bari sax, accordion, vox
Doug Wieselman—clarinet, bass clarinet, tenor sax,
Peter Apfelbaum—tenor sax
Steven Bernstein—trumpet, slide trumpet
Art Baron—trombone
Marcus Rojas—tuba
Kenny Wollesen—drums, percussion

Title of the commissioned work: PORTRAITS

Instrumentation: as above

Composer's statement:
"A series of seven portraits of the band, to celebrate the 20th anniversary of the ensemble. The portraits vary from full ensemble to duets and trios, through composed with room for improvisation as a vital component."

Length of the work: 35 minutes
Recording: Please contact composer

Stated Technical Requirements:
"We prefer to play acoustically whenever possible (instrumentation above)"

Contact Information:
Composer: Gina Leishman
Booking: Gina Leishman
Phone: 212.627.2597
cel phone: 646.675.7406
email: gleishman@earthlink.net